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Abstrack .sfter a simple and convenient generalization of the notion of continuous functions and 
continuous lattices v p answer the following question: when for a given element x of a complete 
lattice there is a least continuous function having x as a least fixed point? The minimal continuous 
functions having x as a least fixed point are characterized through a correspondence with maximal 
ascending sequences converging to x. 
1. Introduction 
One of the main achievements of Scott’s Mathematicrl Semantics has been to 
provide an algebraic framework to deffne in a rigorous way constructs uch as 
recursion [6] (different treatments are to be ,found in [2,4,7]). A recursive function x 
is defined as the solution of an equation of the form x =f(x) where f is a continuous 
functional whose domain and range is a continuous lattice of functions. ‘Tarski’s; 
theorem [S] for monotonic functions ensures that such an equation has a non-empty 
set of solutions with a minimum element caUed the least fixed point. For con,tinuous 
functions aconstruction of the least fixed point is possible: it is the limit of a set of 
increasingly *better’ approximations. 
In the second part simple extensions ofdefinitions and basic properties related to 
lattices and continuity are given. In Ihe third part we consider the following problem: 
find a canonical function among those having the same least fixed point. This 
roblem is n&ted to the choice of a particular ecursive program to define a given 
function and maybe also of some relevance to people who study fixed points in the 
line of Manna and Shamir [5]. As we have: apartial order we can considler a least 
element, aminilmal element, agreatest elendent or a maximal element. We will study 
here the existence of least and mini-ma1 (Jements for the following reason: the 
essence and beauty of Scott’s method is to c.onsider a recursively defined function as 
the limit of a sequence of more and mere defined functions in a lattice. The 
interesting case is when one defines an unknown function x as the limit of an infinite 
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sequence ,rf known functions. I for instance one chooses a functional greater or 
equal to a c”,istant functional to recursively define x, the correspondir g sequence of 
approximations would be finite and practically one would define x as its own 
approximation. Therefore, in order to obtain approximations as rich as possible and 
avoid missing the infinite ones when they exist, we are led to consider C:e existence of 
a least or minimal function having x as its least fixed point. The mail1 results in the 
fourth part establish a one to one correspondence between the set of minimal 
elements having x as a least tied point and the maximal chains converging to x. 
The definitions af partial order, lattice, complete lattice, least upper bound (lub), 
greatest lower bound (glb), direicted sets, continuous lattices and functions, mono- 
tonic functions are all standard and may be found in Birkhoff [l], de Bzkket [2], Stcy 
[7]. An ascending sequence in a lattice D is a set of elements {xi)iEN such that 
X(+X+’ ’ * S& sx,+ps* ’ * , Some papers referring to Scott’s theory call chain 
what we define as an ascending sequence. Here we use the original definition of a 
chain: a totally ordered set. 
2. Lattices and mcontiauity 
In the literature one finds different definitiana for continuous functions related to 
ascending sequences, or chains or directed sets. Instead of considering separately 
these three cases it was decided to introduce a new definition for continuous 
functions which allows us to provide a single set of statements and proofs valid for the, 
different usual notions. This definition of continuity is a particular case of the Z 
continuity defined in [9]. The following definitions help us present he properties of 
families of subsets which are relevant to our notion of continuous functions. 
emark. To simplify the notation we will write f(S> instead of {f(d) 1 d E S}, glb(x, S) 
instead of (glb(x, t) 1 tE S} etc. 
Definition. A family F of subsets glf G complete lattice D is a a-family if and only if: 
(a) all the elements of F are directed sets; 
(b) VS E F and for any monotonic function f: D + D, f(J) E F, 
(cl F contains all the ascending sequences in D. 
. Let D be a comp1et.e la&e, d E D is a dimitpoint with respect o some 
ct-family F if and only if there exists S in F, d& S, a! = lub S. Such a set S is called an 
interesting set. 
As one can easily verify the families of ascending sequences chains and direc:.ed 
sets are examples of d--famhZes in a complete lattice. 
We can now introduce the notion of continuity with respect o cr-families. 
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nition, Let D be a complete lattice, c function f: D 3 D is o-conrintsous with 
respect o a a-family F if and only if: 
VS E F: f (lub S) = lub f 6). 
Clearly any a-continuous function1 f: D + D on a complete lattice D has a feast 
fixed point: lub{ f” (I), n E W} and a function f: D + D is cr-continuous if and only if f 
is monotonic an@1 for every interesting subset S 
f(lub S) = lub( f (S)). 
The continuity or non-continuity of the glb operator (which c’an be appropriately 
formally defined) plays an important role in our study and leads us to lthe fc4owing 
definition and the easily derived proposition: 
Ik&itio~. A complete lattice D is o-normal with respect o a a-family F if and onlly 
if 
V&, Sz E F: glb(lub &, lub &) = fu.2 Ifyb, (gl.b(t, ti)). 
Pm position 2.k A complete ttzttice is v-normal with respec’t to a (T-family Fif and only 
VS E F, Vd ED: glb(lub S, d) = lub(glb(S, d)). 
Many fam &liar la&es are o-normal, including the more important ones in Scott’s 
theory: ;;onGnuous lattices are cr-normal with respect o the family of directed sets. 
This result 2 a direct consequence of the following definitions and prloposition: 
Defidtion. Let F be a a-family of complete lattice D, x, y E D. Then x <cay (X is 
a-well below y) if and only if 
VS E F stlr:h that y G lub ,$ ‘3 E S such that x s t. 
Definition. A colnplete lattice D is T-continuous .Jith respect o a e-family G if and 
only if 
Proposition 22, A complete lattice D5 c:-contiptuous with .respect to a a-family F, is 
u-normal. 
Proof, Assume that D is not cP-normal; the= exists S in F and there exists d in D 
such that 
z = luKglll(S, ;i’j j 6 glb(lul.3 S, ii) =. y. 
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Consider uow an element x such that x <csy. V 2’ E F such thai y e lub T there exists t 
in T such that x s t. For T = S we have x s glb(t, d) since x s y s d and x s t. So 
x s lub(glb(S, d)) = z < y and lub(x 1 X~ c< y) s z < y, Therefore D is not O-- 
continuous. 
3. Least ejlementiz: of Yil (x) 
Let D be a ccrilpletc lattice, r;” a rr-family of subsets of D, [D + D], the set of 
a-continuous fun::tions fro,3 I) into itself and Y, the least fixed point operator, 
which associates to each a-continuous function f its least fixed point Ya(f) = 
lub(fn (_I_)). The order on D + D is the usual: Vf, g E D + 0, jf s g iff \dd E W f(d) G 
g(d). Let x be a given element of D, Yil (x) the set of a-continuous functions having 
x as a least fixed ;Joirat. We now give a series of conditions for Y,’ (x) fto have a least 
element: a,. Y,’ (x) is not empty as i; Contains the constant function X(D) = X, 
therefore the firr.t condition is obvious: 
Lemma 3.1. If 1, exists, then Vy 2 x:. I,(y) = X, otherwise lx(y) G x. 
Not&on. The sM of ele -Pnts of a lattice D, above an element x of the lattice will be 
written: A(x) == iy E W ix G y}, similarly B(x) = {y E D 1 y <.x} represents the ele- 
ments strictly below x and finally C(x) = {y ED ] y&A(x) and yg B(x)) represents 
the elements that cannot be compared to x,, 
From the dlemonstration of Tarski’s theorem [I] one can derive easily: 
Lemma 3.2. .Cet f be a monotowic: function W + W where W is a complete la tticz and let 
x be its least fiixled point, then 
VdtizW:dcx=Sbf(d)dd. 
Lemma, 3.3. Jf I, exists, then {x} u B(X) is the ascending sequence {x} (9 
{I,” fl.), n 42 N]l-. 
Proof= We first show that B(x) is a chain and thlen that it is an ascending sequence. If
B(x) is not a chain there exist a!, b in B(x) such that c = glb(a, b) and c < a, c < 6. The 
functiohr Z, must be less than the step functions g and h defined as: 
Vtr&b E: D, g(d) = a if d :Q c, x otherwise, 
Vd EI ll9, h(d) = b if d s c, x otherwise 
which clearly belong to Y,’ (x). Now IX(c) s g(c) = s, IX(c) s h(c) = b and therefore 
IX(c) s c which is not possible according to the previous 1emm.a. If {x} u B(x) is not 
reduced to the ascending sequence {x} u (Z~(J_)}, then there exist y E .B;x‘, 2nd an 
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integer i such that Ii(I) < y < a:’ (_$I. Clea.rly we must have IX G& defined1 as Vd E D, 
f,(d) = y if d G li(~_), x otherwise, which. beilrngs to Yzl (x). But #(I)) = 
ii”‘(L) s&(l;(J_)) = y. \ 
These conditions give us the values taken by iX on A(x) and B(x), now we will 
characterize the values taken by I, on C(X). 
Defi&iiom. Let B(x) be an ascending sequence {x& we define the function next on 
B(x) u (x} as: next(xB) = x,+1 if xn is not the last element of B(x), next(x, j = x if xn is 
the last element of B(F) and finally next(x) = X. 
The following lemma is easily verified 
Lemma 3.4. Let B(x) be an ascending sequence. For every t in C(x> the franctim ,!I, 
defined as : 
Vd ED: h,(d) = next(glb(t, .:c)) for 4 s t, h,(d) = x otherwise 
beloazgs to Y,* (x). 
Now we are ready to characterize fully !, when it exists. 
Lemlmar 3,&L If I, exists, then it is equal tt3 the function k, defined as 
Vd E D: k,(d) = next(glb(d, x)). 
&oof, The two previous conditions have showi? that zX (d) = x for d E A(x) and 
t,(d) = next(d) for d E B(x). Now assume d! E C(z ), we must have 
r,(d) s h&l)) = next(glb(d, x)). 
However 
glb(d, x) s d + 1, (glb(d, x)) G Ix (d). 
glb(d, x) E B(x), I,(glb(d, .rj) = next(glb(d, x)). 
T!E function k:& always exists when B(X) is an ascending sequence L:?d in rhat case, 
& wikl exisi[ if and only if k, is a-continuous, that is if and only if ‘dS E F k, ii& :sl= 
lub(k,(S)), as it is clear that k, is monotonic. 
Lemmas 3.6. lf B(x) is abz tiqcending seqtienoe k, ic u-contimcws if ar;rd onlJY if 
VS E F: S G C(x) u B(X), either lub(glb(S, x)) = glb(lub S, x) 
or B I(x) is jbite, x = glb(lub S, x j, aBid lub(glb(S, x)) is equal to the greatest e!emmt of 
E(X). 
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P~J& It is easy to verify that the function next is a-continuous on {x) u B(X) and has 
no fixed point in B(X). Clearly k, is a-continuous if and only if 
VS E F: S c C(x) uB(x), next(glb(lub S, x)) = lub(next(glb(S, x))). 
Therefore, as lub(nexo{glb(S, 3:))) = next(lubfglb(S, x))) the conl$iai..on Feeomes 
next(@b(lub S9 x)) = next(lub(glb(S, x))). 
In general ub(glb(S, x)) 6 glb(lub S, x). 
If gb(lub(S, x)) = lub(glb(S, x)), the condition is clearly satisfied. If 
lub(glb(S, x)) < glb(lub S, x), then Vy, z E B(x) y C z implies next(y) < *text(z) so the 
condition is satisfied if and only if 
glb(lub(S, x)) = x and next(lub(glb(S, x)) = x. 
But next(lub(glb(S, x))) = x if and only if B(X) is finite and lub(glb(S, x)) is the 
greatest element of B(x). 
From the previous lemmas and propositions we can derive the gezleral lemma 
9-43~3~~ 3.7, Let D be a complete lattice iv a u-family, x E D, YO the /east fixed point 
loperator, Yil (x) the set of o-continuous functions in D + D which have x as a least 
,fixed poirrt, then Y;;’ (x) has a least element if and only if 
(ij B (xi is QZI ascending sequence and’ 
(ii) VS E F S G C(x) v B(x), either lub(glb(S3 x)) = glb(lub S, x) 07 B(x) is finite, 
x = glb(lub S, x) and lub(glb(S, x)) is equal to the greatest element of B(x). 
If we assume th& D is g-normal the second condition is trivially verified and we 
may state 
Theorem 3.8. 11 .D is u complete c-normal lattice, then for any x E D Yil (x) has a 
least element if af!d on/y if B(x) is an ascending sequence. 
A similar theore.m can be proved for monotonic functions. The conditions related 
to a-continuity are JO more necessary but B(x) has to be a well-ordered chain (every 
element of B(x) has an immediate successor in B(x)). 
‘IikeOrem 3.9. Let D be a complete lattice and x an element of D, The set of munatonic 
functions which have n as a least fixed point has a least element if and only if B(x) is a 
well-ordered chain. 
. 8 of 
The preceding relation between functions 
extended. 
and ascending se:q~ ---ices can be 
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3. Let D be a! a-normal complete lattice and x E D. There is a one-to-one 
correspwtdence between the maximal ascending srcuences converging to x and he 
minimal ekments of YiB (x). 
This theorem is a consequence of the follow rrg propositions tkat make this 
correspondence xplicit. We assume that D is a p-normal complete lattice, x an 
el,ement of D an& Y,’ (n) the set of a-continuous functions that have x as least fixed 
point. F is the u-family. 
~1~~~~~~~~~ A non-empty St&set S1 of a subset S of a lattice D is an dfp~~r part of S if 
2nd only if 
,f(I:lb T) = lolb f (‘I ) if cud only if f(!ub S) = Lb f(S). 
PacPgo&tion 4.3. If g E Y,’ (s) is minimal, then the sequence {g’(_L)}isN is a maximal 
ascepadkg sequence converging to x. 
PMQP. If {g’( I )}ifN is not maximal, then there exist y E D, i E N: g’( I) < y < 
g’*l(_L). 
Define the function h : 
~:lb(r, g(d)) if d sg’(l), 
Vd E D, h(d) = @(g(d), g’*‘(S)) if d s y, dg g’(l), 
g(d) if 6&y. 
Clearly, h is monotonic and h < g We first show tha$ h is cr-continuauu, then that it 
admits x as a least fixed point. 
Let S E E Consider the three cases: 
(1) there exist d in S such that d g y, 
(2) Vd 6 S, d G ,y but there exists d E S: ds g’(l), 
(3) Vd E S9 d ==&li. 
Case 1: Let T =-{d ESldZy]. T is an upper pa,rt of S. 
Vt E T: hi(t) = g(tj, 
h (lub T) = g(lub T) = lub g(T) = lub h (‘1”) 
and so 
lub h(S) = h(lub S). 
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cti ,L 2: Define T = id E S 1 dg g’(l)}, T is an upper part of S. We hsve 
lub Tz( if’) = lub(glb(g(T), g’+‘(l))) = glb(lub(g( T))., g’+l(l)) 
= glb(g(lub Tj, g’“‘(Q) = h(lub T) 
since clearly lub T G y and lub T6 g’(L). Therefore lub h(S) = tS (lub S). 
Case 3: We have similarly 
lub h(S) = lub(glb(y, g(S))) = glbly, iub s(S)) 
= glb(y, g(lub S)) = h(lub S) 
since tub S 6 g’ fl). 
P?ow we have to show that h has x as the least fixed point. On A(x) and C(X), h i.s 
identical to g, so x is a fixed point of h and h has no fixed point in C(X). So we have to 
show that h k-a no f&d point in B(x), which amounts to proving 
d Z glb(y, g(d)) if d s g’(l) 
and 
d # glb(g(d), g”‘(1)) if d s jr and dbg’(l). 
In the first case the?@ exists a largest j such that: g’(l) G d, g’+‘(lS G g(d) ztr,xi 
g’+‘(l) G y. So g” ‘(1) G glb(y, g(d)) = h(d), as g”‘(l) g d, d cannot be eqjual to 
h(d). Similarly for the second case. Therefore g is not minimal and the proof is 
concluded. 
Proposition 4.4. Li?t {yi)ie N be a maximal ascending sequence conr:lerging to x. The 
functioivt g defined below is a minimal element of Y,’ (x). Furthermlore g is the leas, 
functio!n in the set of functions : 
(f:D+DIfmonotonicandf’(L)-yiViEN), 
VdeD,g(d)==IX 
if d E A(x), 
I yi+l otherwise, where i is the largest number s:rwh that yi s C. 
Proof. Clearly g is monotonic and x is its least fixed point. One alsol verifies easily 
that, by construction, g is the least monotonic function f such that fi( I) = yi W E N. 
IVow if h E Y J1 (x ) an’d h s g, a simple induction shows that h i (I) =:= g’(I) = yi Vi E 
N9 otherwise {y } i iEN would not be maximal. As the cr-continuous functions are also 
monotonic, we find h = g. It remains to show that g is a’-continuousI, 
Let i be the largest integer such that y, S d for some giv&n d E B(x) IV C(x). Clearly 
yi = glb(yi.+l, 4 otherwise {y&N would not be maximal. 
Assume now that g(lub S) = yk for some S E F, S z B(x) LJ C(x). ‘We have then 
j’k-1 = glb(g(lub J), lub S) = lub(&b(yk, S)). 
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Consider the sequence of sets, of 
SI = glb(yk, 9, 
Sz == glb(yk-,, Sd, 
F3 = @tdyk--3rS2)r 
. 
Sk-1 = glb(yl, &-2)~ 
We have 
lub SI = yk-1, 
lub S2 = lub(glb(yk -?, $1)) = gb(yk-2, hb &) = y‘k-2. 
Similarly 
lub sp = yk-p, lubS,,-r=yl. 
AS {yi}icN ismaximal, Sk-1 is reduced to {yl} or {I, ~1) and so y1 E Sk-_ll,, which implies 
that there exists d E S k-2: y1 = glb(yl, id). d C811 Qnly be equal t0 ~2, OdhNWk {j’i}iEN 
would not be maximal. Tk,ti*efore y2 E Sk_& antd astraightforward induction leads to 
yk-l E &. That is, there exists d in S such that y&f = gjb(yk, d) therefore 
yk = g(d) club g(S) G g(lub S) = yk 
and we have the desired equality 
g(lub S) = lu0 g(S). 
Assume now that g(iub S) = n. This implies lub S a yi Vi G ,v by definition of g. 
Therefore 
Vi E N: yi = glb(%ub S,yi) z lub(glb(S, yi)). 
A construction similar to th’e preceding one leads MS to conclude that there exists 
d E S: yi = glb(d, yi), that is, Vi E N there exists d G S: yi 6 d. Clearly th.ern lub g(S) = 
x = g(lub S). 
Here again we can generalize to monotonic functions. The proof is similar to the 
preceding one and uses Mitchcock and Park’s genera.lized tied point theorem [3]. 
Theorem 4.5, Let D be a complete lattice and x an element of 13, Sl?%ere exists a me to 
one correspondence between I% set of minimal monotonic functr!ons having x as a least 
fixed poirat and the set of maximal well-ordered chains converging td:, x. 
Now the followjng theorem shows that we can restrict ourse!lves to increasing 
(f(t) B t Vt E D) o-continuous functions to obtain th.e maxil%ial scending sequences 
in a ohnormal con@ste lattice D. It may also be intercesting to note that the set of 
increasing Ip-continuous functions which have x as a least fixed point forcns amonoi 
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?rineaire~~~ 4.6. Let D be a u-normal complete lattice. ‘T77ere is a a le to one cor- 
respondence between tike set of maximal ascending sequences conver& ag to x E D and 
the set of minimal increasing cr-continuous functions having x as a /east fixed point. 
Proof. The proof follows the one given for Theorem 4.3 to show that if g is a minimal 
increasing a-continuous function, then {gi(.L)}ieN isa maximal ascending sequence. 
Conversely if {ye} I iEN is a maximal ascending sequence converging to x, define f as 
follows, which has x as a least fixed point 
d 
f(d) = I lub(d, yi+ 1) 
if d EA(x), 
otherwise, where i is the largest number suc.:‘,:r that yi G d. 
f is clearly minimal, monotonic and increasing. We have to show that f is u- 
continuous. Let S ble an element of the underlying a-family. 
Suppose f(lub S) = lub(lub S, yi+l), then as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, there 
exists an element d in S such that yi =glb(yi+l, d), that is, yi =G d. Let T = 
{t E S 1 t a d}, then clearly lub T == lub S. Now 
lub f(T)=lub{lub(T, yi+~)}=lub{lub T, yi+l}=f(lub T) 
and therefore lub f(S) = f (lub S). 
Suppose f(lub S) = Pub S, then Iub S E A(x). If there exists d E S such that cl E 
A(x), it is trivial. Else lub f(S) = lub(lub(d, y(d)), d E S} where y(d) r$present:s the 
apptopriate yi+l corresponding to the element d. One verifies easily: lub f I(S)1 =
lub{tub S, lub(y (d), d E S)}. 
A:; Yub S E A(x) one finds lub(y(d), d E 3) == x, since, as ia the proof of Theoren 
4.1, for every yi there exists d E S: d a yi+ and lub f(S) = lub{lub So x} = lub S = 
f(lub S). 
Cora Iraq 4.7. For a o-normal complete lattice D and for every x E D tht3re is a one to 
one L orrespondencc: between minimal a-continuous functions having x as a least fixcrd 
point and minimal increasing o-continuous functions having x as a least fixed point. 
More generally using the construction described below one can show easily tk#.Ri if x 
is the least fixed point of a a-cnatinuous function f, then it is the least fixed point of an 
increasing a-continuous function g having the same ascending sequence: 
f”l(1) 
g(d) = 1 lub(x, d) 
when d 6 f’(L) and d&f’(i) for a.ny j < i, 
otherwise. 
This construction is different from the one given in the Theorem 4.6 which gives a 
cr-ccntinuous function only when f is minimal, but has th5 sedvantage of leading to a 
one to one corresponitence. 
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